Vaccines
& Fluoride
hold Risks
We will fight for your
democratic rights to...
◗◗ Childcare access, government benefits and career
choice without vaccine requirements.
◗◗ Decide what vaccines and medical procedures are
suitable for you and your children, and insist on
INFORMED CONSENT!
◗◗ Have independent medical science that is of the
highest standard for all vaccine and fluoride policies.
◗◗ Choose complementary/alternative healthcare.
◗◗ Encompass your cultural heritage, embrace your
traditional health practices and respect your
religious beliefs.
◗◗ Fluoride-free water, GMO-free food and an ecofriendly environment.
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WHAT WILL IMOParty DO FOR YOU?
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IMOParty WILL LOOK INTO
THE GOVERNMENT’S
CLAIMS THAT VACCINES
ARE SAFE AND EFFECTIVE!

IMOParty will demand double-blind controlled
trials using INERT placebos for all vaccines
that we use in Australia. These studies have
never been done!1 “Vaccines are classified as
biologics and not drugs and this has allowed
governments to get around proper testing of
vaccines.”Judy Wilyman PhD.2
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IMOParty WILL DEMAND
THAT VACCINE INJURIES ARE
RECOGNISED AND ACTIONED!

IMOParty will establish independent inquiries
into why Australia does not have a vaccine-injury
program and why Australia also does not have
a MANDATORY reporting system for all vaccine
injuries and deaths. The US has paid out over $4
billion for vaccine-injury and death through the
National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program.3

DR JUDY WILYMAN

MICHELLE KINSELLA

WA Senate candidate for the
Federal Election.

WA Senate candidate for the
Federal Election

IMOParty WILL DEMAND ACCURACY FROM
POLITICIANS AND MEDIA ON VACCINE CLAIMS!

IMOParty will establish a completely independent government vaccine advisory board to assess all
vaccine science. It will be made up of representatives who have no financial conflicts of interest with the
vaccine industry. Until now, politicians and media have been getting their information from studies funded
by the vaccine industry itself! Did you know...”A measles vaccine was not introduced in Australia until 1969
and it was not recommended in the national program until 1975 yet from 1950 – 1975 (25 years) measles
was not considered a serious threat in developed countries and deaths to measles were extremely rare
and dependent upon the socio-economic and constitutional factors of the individual.” Judy Wilyman Ph.4
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IMOParty WILL DEMAND
INDEPENDENT SCIENCE ON FLUORIDE!

IMOParty will hold independent inquiries on our fluoride
programs and demand change! There are recognised risks to
children from the fluoride used in our water, including bone
cancer (osteosarcoma), IQ loss, attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD), and many other adverse outcomes.5
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